
can read it all by myself! Young readers will 
be excited to learn about two of their 

favorite animals in this adorable, fact-�lled 
book. Cute photographs of real kittens, puppies, 
cats, and dogs will fascinate young readers as 
they keep reading to learn about these lovable 
animals’ behavior, diets, habits, and more. 

Facts About Cats & Dogs is perfect for children 
reading at Level 2A, while nine challenge words 
help them stretch their skills.
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Challenge Words

balance
catch
color
domestic
Egypt
four
queen
scratch
tongue



Kittens love to play, chase 

things, and hunt.
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Can cats see better than you 

when it is dark? Yes! They see 

six times better than people in 

the dark. They can also hear 

and smell really well.
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The tail of a cat tells how 

it feels. This cat 

feels happy.

14



Cats can be many colors: 

pretty orange, fuzzy brown, 

fluffy gray, sleek black, and 

soft white too! They can have 

many patterns.

22



It takes a lot of work to 

train a puppy. A puppy needs 

to find out where to go potty, 

what is OK to chew, and not 

to jump too much.

38



Some dogs are good at 

hunting. Other dogs herd 

sheep and cows. Some are 

great pets.

42



Dogs can be good friends 

to people. Do you think 

this dog looks friendly?

52



Many dogs have two layers 

of fur. The top layer is stiff 

hair. The next layer is soft 

and warm.
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